Tuesday, 16th January 2018

Mr John McKenzie
Legal Services Commissioner
Office of the Legal Services Commissioner
Level 9, 75 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Dear Mr McKenzie
Re: Corrupt conduct - covering up of solicitor fraud – covering up of solicitor misconduct
I refer to your letter of 15th December 2017 and my response to that letter of 20th December
2017. Despite the content of my letter of 20th December 2017 and its pointing out of
wrongdoing, you have so far declined to provide any response. Rather than repeat myself
in this correspondence, I refer you to the content of my letter of 20th December 2017, a copy
of which is attached, as is your letter of 15th December 2017.
It is now beyond question that your refusal to carry out proper procedures is nothing more
than a deliberate measure, with such refusal on your part providing an obvious and
improper benefit to Turner Freeman Lawyers.
You appear to underestimate or not understand the seriousness of the matter at hand. You
are the Legal Services Commissioner, whose role it is to ensure the upkeep of the law, and
yet you cover up criminal conduct.
We have also seen that when I raised issues of fraud within Turner Freeman Lawyers, false
allegations were made against me by that firm, with those false allegations being an obvious
tactic to cause distraction.
It is disappointing that a man in your position as Legal Services Commissioner assumes the
same tactic, and yet when I seek evidence of the allegations made against me, no response is
received by either the law firm involved, nor indeed from yourself.
In the same breath, when I point out that your office is avoiding carrying out proper
procedures and it appears that corrupt activity is taking place, I receive the now oft repeated
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statement from you, ie “I will not be drawn into any further correspondence with you”. Your lack
of response or any form of explanation is simply extraordinary and is not acceptable, on any
level.
I believe that your refusing to write to me is a deliberate ploy on your part to not comply
with the proper and set down functions of your office and to avoid providing any proper
explanation for your improper actions. It is apparent that you have no interest in complying
with the rules and responsibilities of the role you were entrusted to hold.
You claim in previous letters that you have acted in good faith regarding all the above. The
truth of the matter is that you have not, with your own multitude of false and dishonest
statements being testament to the fact. You have proved yourself to be as shamelessly
mendacious as the solicitor about whom I originally complained; with you changing your
position when challenged with the facts.
You have claimed in the past that it is not in the public interest for you to carry out your
correct function by investigating and disciplining lawyers who breach and break the law.
Given that your office is part-funded from the public purse, it is most definitely in the public
interest that the workings of your office be placed into the public arena, and as such I have
chronicled this matter with such being viewable at http://www.fumbart.com.
I look forward to your prompt response. No doubt, like your letter of 15th December 2017,
such response will carry some form of threat, veiled or otherwise.
A copy of this letter and its attachments shall be provided to the Independent Commission
Against Corruption.
Yours faithfully

Symn Waters
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